The ClimateMusic Project:
What do you want the future to sound like?
Listen. Then Act!

Mission: The ClimateMusic Project (CMP) educates, inspires, and enables diverse audiences to engage actively on climate change through the creation and performance of science-guided music that viscerally conveys the urgency of taking action.

What we do: Our unique and effective approach informs audiences about the urgency of addressing climate change and the opportunity to take meaningful personal action. We are connected to a growing network of climate literacy and action organizations to seamlessly channel the emotive energy of our audiences. We are leveraging new technologies to scale our impact in order to reach broad and diverse audiences throughout the United States and globally.

Who Are We: CMP is a nonprofit collaboration of world-renowned scientists, musicians, artists, and technology visionaries committed to building climate change literacy through original musical compositions and visual experiences driven by widely-accepted scientific data.

Experience: Since November 2015, we have performed our first composition, “Climate” Erik Ian Walker, in a dozen iconic venues in the San Francisco Bay area. Climate is driven by the best available and widely recognized scientific data and tells the story of climate change over five centuries (1800 – 2300 AD) to highlight humanity’s effect on the planet and the projected future impacts with and without global intervention to reduce carbon emissions to minimize Earth’s warming to less than two degrees Celsius. Our performances include synched animations, and post- concert public forums during which the audience can engage actively with the scientists, composers, musicians and other partners involved with the project.

Learn More: Website: www.climatemusic.org
www.facebook.com/theclimatemusicproject
@climatemusic

Contacts: Laurie Goldman lgoldman@climatemusic.org
Stephan Crawford scrawford@climatemusic.org